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Year 2012 is a big question for almost every citizen on this earth. Calendar 2012 consists of the
"World Destruction Day" on 21st of December. Some believe it and some don't! Well that's what we
call as future..anything anytime..we have to face it!

A calendar is very essential to plan your yearly schedule for meetings, birthdays, anniversaries or
any important date. Yearly calendar are of mainly two types, one is the standard yearly calendar
and the other one being a yearly travel planner. The standard one is generally used in offices,
homes or as gifts. They consist of the current year dates as well as an overview of the preceding
and the upcoming year. When these calendars are gifted either they are in the form of desktop or
wall calendars. The yearly travel planners are smaller in size as compared to a standard one. They
are generally easily portable and can fit into bags and luggage while travelling. You can quickly view
your monthly schedule of the appointments along with the details of locations and time.

Recent technology has upgraded itself to publish online calendars nowadays and it has gained
much popularity. You can access these calendars through internet. These are mainly accessed in
hotels as well as business conferences where you can plan your appointments even if you are
travelling. Most of the online calendars are devised to send emails and text messages. Receiving
reminders on your date schedules remain already automated in these types of calendars.

Printable calendars are used by different companies in order to promote their brands. They send
these calendars to their customers, clients and investors. Printable calendars contain all sorts of
dates and observances round the globe. They have a good compatibility with computers and
Microsoft Office programs. Most of the printable calendars can be printed in different languages as
per the convenience of different clientele from different places. You have actually a huge scope to
work on the calendar design with excellent graphics and motifs. Some of the printed calendars may
also be based on the themes or shots of some exotic destinations in the world. Printing out the
calendars is not a very difficult task and you need not have any software installed for it. You can
easily print it in PDF or may be in a word format and accordingly customize it.

Free Calendar pages are available online. But however some of these free calendars cannot be
customized. Hence go for the ones which you can customize according to your plans and
schedules. There are free calendars equipped with a default capacity to create and store all your
appointments, albums as well as personal and official files separately and systematically. Don't you
think it is organized then? Another advantage of free calendars is they are completely virus free thus
your computer is safe with them. Other than online, big corporate houses distribute free calendars
just to market their company name. Free calendars are gifted in the form of New Year Diaries where
it is attached to the same. Retail stores give pocket calendars to every customer who comes and
buys products from them.
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year festival and schedule. You can also look for a online calendar and free calendar. Download
some a printable calendar to make as event planner.
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